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Ba yu quan 3-5  days congestion will improve 1
iron ore:  around5-9 days                                                            

coal:4-6 days,subject to customs clearance 
To be more congested iron:6 coal:4

Bei lun 3-8 days congestion will improve 3
iron ore:5-12  days                                                       

coal: 2-5 days， 
To be more congested iron:12 coal:3

Cao fei dan no waiting not congested 0
iron ore: 2-4 days                                                

coal:subject to customs clearance (2-3 days)
congestion will improve  iron ore:7  coal:1

Da lian 2-4 days congestion will improve 0
iron ore：12-20 days                                                           

coal :  2-5 days 
No improvement at this stage  iron ore:6 coal :0

Fang cheng 14-20 days no improvement for current stage 5

iron ore：12-18 days                                                       

coal :  subject to customs clearance (10-16 

days)

No improvement at this stage   iron ore:12    coal:5

Huang hua 1-3 days congestion will improve 0
iron ore:6-14 days                                                        

coal :subject to receivers cargo formality
To be more congested iron ore: 9 coal:0

Jing tang no waiting not congested 0
iron ore:2-4 days                                                   

coal:subject to customs clearance (2-4 days)
congestion will improve  iron ore:4  coal:2

Lanshan 6 days not congested 1
iron ore: 2-3 days                                                         

coal: 2-3 days
congestion will improve  iron ore:2 coal:0

Lian yun 

gang
6-14 days no improvement for current stage 2

iron ore: 10-15 days                                                         

coal: 5-8 days
No improvement at this stage  iron ore:14 coal:2

Nan tong 3-13 days no improvement for current stage 4
iron ore: 3-5 days                                                         

coal: 2-5 days
To be more congested  iron ore:2 coal:1

Qing dao 4-9 days congestion will improve 3
iron ore : 5-13 days                                                        

coal : subject to customs clearance 
No improvement at this stage  iron ore: 12 coal:0

Ri zhao 4-5 days congestion will improve 1
iron ore 5-9 days                                                          

coal : subject to customs clearance(3 days)
congestion will improve  iron ore:8 coal:0

Tian jin 6-7  days no improvement for current stage 2 iron ore ：2-3 days                                                 congestion will improve iron:3

Xia men 3-7 days congestion will improve 2
iron ore :2-4 days                                                              

coal : 3-7days
congestion will improve  iron ore:1   coal:1

Zhan jiang 5-10 days congestion will improve 3

iron ore 8-15  days                                                              

coal :subject to customs clearance （5-10 

days）

No improvement at this stage  iron ore:10   coal:6
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